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TALKING TAX: Lithuanian real estate tax continues 
quest for improvement

Jul 26, 2006
by Mantas Petkevicius

As of Jan. 1, 2006 the new Law on Real Estate Tax, which introduces significant
changes into the taxation of real estate in Lithuania, has come into effect. Although
the law was adopted on June 7, 2005, and it would seem that taxpayers, as well as
tax administrators, have had sufficient time to prepare for the smooth implementation
of the new law, the reality suggests the opposite.

Pursuant to the new law (which inter alia changed the methods of establishing
taxable value), the taxable value of real estate is the average market value of the real
estate established by applying mass valuation of real estate property. If taxpayers do
not agree with the value established in the course of mass valuation, they may
submit a request to consider the taxable value the value of the real estate determined
by individual valuation, as performed by independent property appraisers. On Jan. 5,
2006 the results of the mass valuation were officially published, and taxpayers were
granted the right to submit requests for individual valuation within one month. 

A substantial number of taxpayers, unhappy with the increased taxable base, which
according to their understanding exceeds the real market value of the property,
applied for individual valuation. However, neither the taxpayers nor independent
property appraisers were properly prepared for this eventuality. The Center of
Registers turned down a considerable amount of requests, which resulted in
administrative and court disputes. It is worth noting that an extremely short period for
request submission was little help for the quality of individual valuations. 

Legislators have already twice amended the law (within 6 months of its existence).
First, in April, they extended the deadline for submission of requests (that is two
months following the end of the initial request submission deadline) until July 5.
However, this did little for those taxpayers who resolved to oppose the decisions of
the Center of Registers (to refuse requests) on the basis on non-perfect individual
valuations. In case of negative court decisions they may face the increased taxable
base for the next five years.

Secondly, in June legislators reduced the tax burden of the increased tax base for
2006-2007 and allowed municipalities to establish the tax rates within their territory
themselves as of 2007 (currently the tax rate is 1 percent of the tax value, from 2007
it will be 0.3 – 1 percent depending on the decision of the particular municipality). 
Now it could be concluded that the law was neither perfect, nor it came into effect as
smoothly as it was expected, and the time given for the taxpayers to react was
evidently too short. 

Mantas Petkevicius is an associate of Sorainen Law Offices in Vilnius
www.sorainen.com
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